
Lite n’ Easy Chia Paninis
Try this chia twist on trendy panini sandwiches!
You’ll love the sun dried tomato topping...and the fact that these 
aren’t loaded with butter. You can easily make them in a skillet, 
counter top grill, or panini machine. Any way you do it, these 
make a fantastic lunch or dinner! This makes 2 sandwiches.  

Dry Ingredients
4 slices bread of your choice
1/4 cup sun dried tomato pieces
1 tsp oregano
1 clove garlic
1/4 tsp black pepper
1 chicken breast
1/3 cup shredded cole-slaw mix

Wet Ingredients
1 tbsp balsamic vinegar
1/4 cup roasted red pepper slices
2 tbsp boiling water
1 tsp MySeeds Chia

Thoroughly cook the chicken breast in the microwave. Then, cut into thin slices, and set aside. You can 
also cook the chicken in your counter-top grill, if you prefer. 

First, add the sun dried tomato slices to the food processor, and 
pour in the 2 tbsp of very hot water. This will re-hydrate the 
tomato slices so they become easy to process and spread, but 
they’ll still retain that distinctive sun-dried taste. 

Let this mixture stand while you cook the chicken breast. Then, 
simply add all the other ingredients pictured at left to the food 
processor. Mix until the ingredients form a chunky red paste.

Select a sturdy, dense or thick bread:
Thin slices from ordinary loaves can break apart during the panini making 
process. Ciabatta bread is shown here, and at right are ‘whole grain added 
fiber sandwich round thins’.
If you don’t have a panini machine:
These will still turn out tasty in a counter top grill -just press down on the lid
To make in a skillet, use another smaller skillet to press down on the 
sandwiches as they toast. 

Tip

Slice your bread of choice, and toast it either in a toaster, or on your grill. Once toasted & crisp, spread 
the mixture onto the top and bottom.  Lay in the chicken breast slices, and layer on the shredded cole 
slaw mixture. If you want, add a thin deli slice of provolone cheese, and top with the other bread slice.

To cook the sandwiches for the great panini taste, spray your skillet (or panini machine) and spray the 
outside of the bread as well to prevent sticking. Place sandwich in grill or skillet set to high heat, and 
press down for about 2 minutes, or until toasty & the cheese has melted.   


